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Abstract—Low-power Internet of things (IoT) networks can
support various applications like smart agriculture or smart
manufacturing. These devices usually rely on the commonly-used
routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks (RPL) protocol
to exchange messages. RPL suffers from various attacks, where
the DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) flooding attack is the
most common but effective attacking method. To figure out the
different factors in this attack, we analyze how the number of
attackers and their location from DODAG root can influence
the DIS flooding attack as such systematic analysis is missing
in existing works. Extensive evaluation over Contiki-NG-based
Cooja simulator reveals that attackers’ number significantly
damages devices’ energy consumption and packet delivery ratio
than the position of attackers.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Low-power IoT networks have a wide range of applications such
as smart health, smart home, and smart agriculture. We can use lowpower wireless sensors to monitor air quality [1], reduce energy consumption in manufacturing companies [2], or improve the collaboration among objects for better energy utilization [3]. These low-power
sensors can form multihop communication networks and deploy
standard Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)
for message exchanges [4]. However, researchers have shown RPL
suffers from many vulnerabilities that can significantly degrade the
overall network performance (e.g., packet delivery ratio) [5] [6] [7].
Moreover, compared with the legacy networks, wireless networks
have more chance to be silently modified by the attacker in order
to change the data transmission or increase packet overhead of the
network. It could even have the potential to cause massive attacks
to disable partial or entire networks. For example, if the targeted
network is part of the power plant infrastructure, it might cause power
failure or blackout for a large portion of the community [8]; or if
the target network is embedded in a traffic control system, it might
cause traffic jams or car accidents. Therefore, the attacks need to be
mitigated and eliminated.
Our study shows that among different RPL attacks, the DIS
flooding attack is one of the most common and influential ones to
deploy from outside the targeted IoT networks. There are different
mitigation approaches that exist [9] [10] [11]. But most of them
only evaluate their results using grid or random topology; there is
no systematic analysis on how the topology structure influences the
effectiveness of RPL attacks. Therefore, in this study, we want to
analyze the influence of the network topology, i.e., the hop distance
and the number of attackers on the DIS flooding attack. The analysis
will allow designing useful attack mitigation schemes.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. In Section II, we
provide the necessary background on RPL and DIS flooding attacks.
Section III briefly describes the related work. Then we write about the
system design of our study in Section IV. The evaluation is presented

in Section V, along with the discussion and the challenges faced in
Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND
RPL. RPL is an IPv6-based distance vector and source routing
protocol that specifies how to build a Destination Oriented Directed
Acyclic Graph (DODAG) using an Objective Function (OF) to meet a
set of metrics and constraints [5]. The RPL control message includes
four elements: DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS), DODAG
Information Object (DIO), DODAG Advertisement Object (DAO),
DAO-ACK.
Figure 1 shows a brief demonstration of the RPL control messages
exchange mechanism. When a new node wants to join the network, it
first sends out the DIS to request information from nearby DODAG.
After that, the network sends back a DIO message in response to
the DIS containing the network’s information. Then the new node
will send DAO, which includes the direction of DODAG to join the
original network. After the original network received the DAO, it
then replies with the DAO-ACK. Since there is no mechanism to
validate control messages in the original RPL, all RPL attacks exploit
manipulating control messages. Therefore, RPL uses an adaptive
timer mechanism called Trickle timer to limit the control traffic in
the network and reduce the influence of attacks that manipulate the
control messages [12].
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Fig. 1. RPL control messages.

DIS Flooding attack. In the DIS Flooding attack, a compromised
node periodically sends DIS messages to neighbors within its transmission range. In return, a victim node resets its timer and replies
with DIO messages. This process can be done either by sending
unicast or multicast DIS messages. In the unicast DIS flooding attack,
the attacker sends out unicast DIS messages, any node that receives
this message needs to send back a DIO message. Similarly, in the
multicast DIS flooding attack (in Figure 2), the attacker sends out
multicast DIS messages; all nodes that receive this message send DIO
messages to their neighbors. It leads to an increase in control packet
overhead, node energy exhaustion, and routing disruption. We use
multicast DIS flooding attacks to create the most significant impact.
Figure 2 shows a DIS flooding attack scenario. In this case, node
1 is the root node; nodes 2 to 10 are normal nodes. Node 11 is the

attacker that sends multicast DIS messages in its range. Nodes 2, 3,
5, 6, 8, and 9, after receiving that DIS message reset their trickle
timer. Finally, they send multicast DIO messages to their neighbors.
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the battery of a typical IoT device can quickly run out within an
hour [13].
In addition, the distance affects the efficiency of attacks. It finds
that devices close to malicious nodes are more vulnerable to attacks
than other devices. However, the paper only focuses evaluations on
different types of attacks with random topology and lacks analysis
of the influence on hop distance and number of attackers. Thus, we
analyze the attacker’s impact for different hop distances and their
number.
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This study focuses on two factors that can change the DIS flooding
attack’s impact on IoT networks: 1) the hop distance from the attacker
to the root/server and 2) the number of attackers. We construct a
customized grid topology to get the exact hop distance and attacker
number in the topology. In that topology, senders generate UDP traffic
and deploy RPL protocol to convey that traffic to the root. These
senders periodically generate the UDP messages for the root.
Our study uses the state-of-the-art Contiki-NG to implement our
experiments in the Cooja simulator. Contiki-NG is an open-source,
cross-platform operating system designed for IoT devices. It focuses
on dependable (secure and reliable) low-power communication and
standard protocols, such as IPv6/6LoWPAN and RPL [14]. To get
the power consumption, we use the energy measure module in the
Contiki-NG called Energest and calculate the exact energy cost for
each specific hardware according to the datasheet specification. Our
script could measure the packet loss rate and power consumption for
each node. While our current experiment focuses on the total energy
consumption, we plan to provide a per node analysis in the future
study.

(b)
Fig. 2. DIS Flooding Attack. (a) The attacker, node 11, sends out multicast
DIS messages within its range. (b) The target nodes 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9
received the DIS message, reset their trickle timer and send out multicast DIO
messages; the attack increases network overhead and power consumption.

There are four attacks taking advantage of the RPL design to
deploy attacks from outside an IoT network: DIS flooding, Hello
flooding, Clone ID, and DODAG Inconsistency attack [5] [6] [7].
However, our further studies show that all these four attacks directly
or indirectly use the DIS flooding attack. The Hello flooding is
inherited from Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [5], where an
attacker sends out unnecessary Hello packets to its neighbor, causing
unexpected damage in the entire network. In an RPL based network,
DIS message is the only Hello packet. The Hello flooding attacker
sends out the DIS messages (Hello packets) to its neighbor to trigger
those neighbors to send out DIO messages causing unnecessary
energy consumption [6] [13].
The Clone ID attack takes advantage of the lack of security
and confidentiality implementation of the RPL-based network. The
attacker first gets the DODAG configuration directly from the target
IoT network, then it listens and clones the identity information from
one of the nodes in the network. The attacker uses the collected data
to imitate this selected node and access the target network. Then,
the attacker uses the DIS flooding attack for the actual damage [11].
DODAG Inconsistency attack creates an inconsistency to trigger a
targeted node to start sending DIS messages [9]. Therefore, we
conclude that the DIS flooding attack is the most effective and
essential component in an RPL attack.

III. R ELATED WORK
Smith et al. show how attackers can use various attacks to drain
battery [13]. First, in a scenario of one server, five normal nodes, and
one attacker, the results show that flooding attacks will vastly increase
energy consumption and affect the operation of the equipment.
Second, it shows that even if a small number of packets are sent,

V. E VALUATION
A. Evaluation setup
Our project uses Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS operating system in a
VirtualBox with two cores processor and 4096MB memory. We use
the latest Contiki-NG and the Cooja (x86 32-bit) simulator [15]. Our
project code is available on GitHub [16]. In the Cooja simulator, we
measure the packet loss rate and power consumption using the Z1
sensor mote to provide real-life performance results. Each node has
a radio range of 20m, and the edge between nodes is 15m. Thus, all
the nodes can only reach their neighbors in the topology. We then
put those nodes in a 5 × 5 grid topology and place the server or root
in the center of the topology.
Figure 3 shows the grid topology used in our study. In the
experiment, node 13 is selected to be the server node, and all other
nodes are client nodes or attackers. First of all, our program randomly
selects one attacker node with hop distance 1 to the server node (those
nodes are nodes 12, 8, 14, 18 in the Figure 3). Then the program
select node accordingly with hop distance 2 (node 11, 7, 3, 9, 15,
19, 23, 17), hope distance 3 (node 6, 2, 4, 10, 20, 24, 16, 22), and
hop distance 4 (node 1, 5, 25, 21). For each test, the test period is
set to 5 minutes and repeat ten times. After we get all the results
for one attacker, we increase the number of attackers to two and use
the same methodology for the above hop distances. The number of
attackers we evaluate is up to four.

B. Evaluation Results
Figure 4 shows the packet loss rate for different numbers of the
attackers. Our results show that, in general, as the number of attackers
increases, the packet loss rate also increases. In addition, as the hop
distance increases, the packet loss rate decreases. Those matched
our expectations; since the attacker(s) move closer to the server/root
or increase the numbers, the attack should be more damaging. Our
studies show that the hop distance plays a major role in the DIS
flooding attack’s effect in a grid topology. The attack from one hop
distance away is the most damaging one, and it can cause the packet

situation has a better energy consumption gain; however, most energy
consumption occurs between 2–3% when adding an attacker.
Our study shows that when the attacker is closer to the server
or the number of attackers is more prominent; the attack consumes
more energy. Also, attacks from two hop distances can create the
most energy consumption on average, but its output is also unstable
compared to other scenarios. We believe this is because the 2-hop
distance scenario is more complex than others. Although all the
nodes have the same hop distance 2, there are two different groups
of physical distance in this scenario, node 3, 11, 15,
√ 23 are 30m
away from the root, and node 7, 9, 17, 19 are 15 2m away. We
can see the physical distance difference as the potential influence
of this instability; this impact of the attack will be addressed in
the future study, alongside different topologies. After the two-hop
distance scenario, the energy consumption decrease when the hop
distance increases.
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loss rate to increase more than 102% compared to the attackers from
two hop distances away.
Moreover, from the attacker results from hop distance 1, we can
see a monotonically increasing packet loss rate when the number of
attackers increases. The growth rate gets faster for more attackers.
There is only one server with four different node positions around
it in this specific topology; therefore, when we place the attacker(s)
in those positions, it is more likely to influence the server directly
than attackers in the other hop distances. And when there are four
attackers in hop distance 1, those four attackers occupy all paths to
other nodes.
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Fig. 5. The average energy consumption.
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Fig. 4. The average packet loss.

Figure 5 shows the energy consumption from different hop distance
for different attackers. The results show that the larger the number
of attacks the higher the energy consumption. From the hop distance
perspective, we can see that different hop distances have less impact
on energy consumption than changing attacker numbers. For the
attacker results of hop distance 1, the one attacker result is 2.2%
higher than two attackers and 2.6% more from two to three attackers;
then it drops to 2.07% increase from three to four attackers. For hop
distance 2, growing the attacker’s number from one to two can create
2.39% more energy consumption; when the attacker number extends
from two to three, the energy rises by 3.8%; it only shows 0.6%
improvement from three to four attackers. Thus, the three attackers’

In conclusion, our research indicated that all the state-of-the-arts
attacks from outside the IoT networks are directly or indirectly use
the DIS flooding attack. Therefore, we evaluated how to deploy the
most effective attacks by varying the number of attackers and their
distance from the root in a grid topology. We have found that the
number of attackers plays a dominant role in increasing the packet
loss rate and energy consumption for the outside attacks in an IoT
network with grid topology. And the attackers who only intended to
influence the packet loss rate should be as closest to the root.
As part of future work, we will first increase the scale of the
evaluation on various topologies. Also, we will deploy machine
learning-based attack prediction. As the mitigation strategy, we plan
to deploy multiple roots in different positions and keep changing their
locations to decrease the influence of the attack.
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